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Purpose: To implement a reduced field of view (rFOV) tech-

nique for cardiac MR elastography (MRE) and to demonstrate

the improvement in image quality of both magnitude images

and post-processed MRE stiffness maps compared to the

conventional full field of view (full-FOV) acquisition.

Methods: With Institutional Review Board approval, 17 healthy

volunteers underwent both full-FOV and rFOV cardiac MRE

scans using 140-Hz vibrations. Two cardiac radiologists blindly

compared the magnitude images and stiffness maps and

graded the images based on several image quality attributes

using a 5-point ordinal scale. Fisher’s combined probability

test was performed to assess the overall evaluation. The octa-

hedral shear strain-based signal-to-noise ratio (OSS-SNR) and

median stiffness over the left ventricular myocardium were

also compared.
Results: One volunteer was excluded because of an inconsis-

tent imaging resolution during the exam. In the remaining 16

volunteers (9 males, 7 females), the rFOV scans outperformed

the full-FOV scans in terms of subjective image quality and

ghosting artifacts in the magnitude images and stiffness maps,

as well as the overall preference. The quantitative measure-

ments showed that rFOV had significantly higher OSS-SNR

(median: 1.4 [95% confidence interval (CI): 1.2–1.5] vs. 2.1

[95% CI: 1.8–2.4]), P<0.05) compared to full-FOV. Although

no significant change was found in the median myocardial

stiffness between the 2 scans, we observed a decrease in the

stiffness variation within the myocardium from 2.1 kPa (95%

CI: [1.9, 2.3]) to 1.9 kPa (95% CI: [1.7, 2.0]) for full-FOV and

rFOV, respectively (P<0.05) in a subgroup of 7 subjects with

ghosting present in the myocardium.
Conclusion: This pilot volunteer study demonstrated that

rFOV cardiac MRE has the capability to reduce ghosting and

to improve image quality in both MRE magnitude images

and stiffness maps. Magn Reson Med 80:231–238, 2018.
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INTRODUCTION

Cardiac magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) is emerg-
ing as a valuable noninvasive imaging tool for assessing
the biomechanical properties of myocardial tissues (1–5).
A single-shot, spin-echo, echo-planar imaging (SS-SE-EPI)
pulse sequence is often used for cardiac MRE because of
its fast imaging speed and insensitivity to cardiac motion
(6). However, SS-SE-EPI-based cardiac MRE is still vulner-
able to geometric distortion and ghosting from a variety of
sources including susceptibility, chemical shift, in-plane
flow, cardiac motion, and echo-misalignment. In particu-
lar, Nyquist N/2 ghosting is one of the most common arti-
facts caused by induced eddy currents, concomitant
gradient fields, and relative delays of the physical x, y,
and z gradients (7–9). These issues are further compli-
cated by anisotropic gradient delays in oblique scan
planes (10,11), which are routinely used in cardiac MRE
when acquiring short-axis and long-axis views.

Cardiac MRE has to use symmetric k-space coverage
because of the large local phase variations from the MRE
motion-encoding gradients (MEGs), which leads to lower
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to the conventional,
magnitude-only cardiac MRI that uses partial-Fourier
acquisitions to reduce the echo time (TE). Parallel imag-
ing using sensitivity encoding (SENSE) (12) can be
applied to reduce the TE and image distortion by short-
ening the EPI echo train length. However, SENSE-based
scan acceleration also amplifies noise and ghosting
because of the reduced amount of data used during
image reconstruction and oversimplifications in standard
reconstruction models. Although several sophisticated
methods have been proposed to suppress residual
Nyquist ghosting (10,13,14), which is partially mitigated
via reference-scan-based phase correction (15), they
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typically require off-line reconstruction and are not cur-
rently viable for the routine clinical use.

Earlier studies have shown that combining a 2D spa-

tially selective excitation (16–18) and a reduced field of

view (rFOV) along the phase-encoding direction could

be an effective approach for reducing ghosting in abdom-

inal MRE (19). The rFOV technique is particularly well-

suited for a targeted anatomic region such as the heart,

as the peripheral body region is not excited by the 2D

pulse, therefore eliminating the source of ghosting. The

purpose of this study was to determine if a rFOV tech-

nique can qualitatively and quantitatively improve the

image quality of cardiac MRE magnitude images and

postprocessed stiffness maps compared to the conven-

tional full field of view (full-FOV) acquisition in healthy

volunteers.

METHODS

Imaging Sequence

In this study, we implemented a custom, 2D, echo-planar

excitation, radiofrequency (RF) pulse into a SS-SE-EPI car-

diac MRE sequence (Fig. 1a). In this RF design, the side

excitation bands were tilted away from the imaging vol-

ume to avoid unwanted saturation of nearby slices (20,21).

The 2D RF excitation pulse was designed using a tilted

excitation by rotating the trajectory of excitation k-space

in the (ky, kz)-plane as described in previous studies

(17,20,21), where ky and kz denote the phase- and slice-

encoding directions, respectively. A fly-back EPI gradient

(20) was used along the slice-selection direction to elimi-

nate the sensitivity to RF/gradient timing errors that can

result in Nyquist ghosts between the excitation bands

(Fig. 1b). This is analogous to the Nyquist ghosting caused

by bipolar readout gradients in SS-EPI acquisitions. The

width of the fly-back gradient lobes was minimized by

using the maximum slew rate allowed without inducing

peripheral nerve stimulation (22).
Each RF subpulse, which determines the segment selec-

tion along the phase-encoding direction, was designed

using a linear-phase Shinnar-Le Roux (SLR) method (23)
with a time-bandwidth product (TB) of 4 (i.e.,
bandwidth¼ 5.7 kHz and pulse width¼0.7 ms) and 1%
pass- and stop-band ripples (19). Thirteen subpulses sepa-
rated with a time delay of 0.7 ms (to allow for the gradient
fly-back pulses) were concatenated under an envelope
pulse, which determines the slice selection. The envelope
pulse was also designed using a linear-phase SLR method
with the following parameters: TB¼ 4, pulse width¼ 17.5
ms, in/out of slice ripple¼ 1%.

Simultaneous lipid suppression with the 2D RF pulse
was achieved in 2 steps. First, the duration between any
2 consecutive subpulses was carefully selected so that
the lipid signal (the yellow areas in Fig. 1c) was shifted
completely outside of the water profile (the blue areas in
Fig. 1c). Second, similar to the slice-selection gradient-
reversal method (24), the subsequent slice-selective 180 �

pulse in the SE-EPI pulse sequence was designed to
have an opposite spatial shift of the lipid along the slice-
selection direction to make the lipid signal not refocus-
able. In contrast, the 180 � pulse adequately refocused
the water signal in the targeted slice (central blue area in
Fig. 1c). The 2D spatial response of the 2D RF pulse, as
well as the different responses of water and lipids
(220 Hz chemical shift at 1.5T), were analyzed using the
Bloch equations with customized simulation programs
written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA).

This 2D RF pulse was implemented into a SS-SE-EPI
MRE sequence. The slice locations and orientation can
be adjusted as needed during the exam. The MEGs are
1st-moment-nulled, oscillating at the same frequency as
the external vibration (Fig. 1a). The motion was started
100-ms before the start of the MEGs to allow the motion
to propagate into the heart and approach a steady state
after each cardiac trigger.

Study Population

With Institutional Review Board approval, 17 healthy
volunteers with no history of heart diseases or diabetes
were enrolled in this prospective study, and written

FIG. 1. (a) The timing diagram for the ECG-gated, SE-EPI, cardiac MRE pulse sequence with 2D RF excitation, (b) the custom-designed

2D RF excitation pulse, and (c) its simulated excitation profile showing the location of water (blue) and lipid (yellow) signals. Only the
water signal is refocused by the subsequent slice-selective 180 � pulse in the SE-EPI pulse sequence (dashed line).
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informed consent was received from each subject. All
subjects underwent cardiac MRI/MRE scans.

MRE Acquisition

MRI scans were conducted on a clinical 1.5T wide-bore
MR scanner (Optima MR450W, GE Healthcare, Milwau-
kee, WI) with a receive-only, integrated, whole-body
phased array coil (geometry embracing method [GEM]
anterior–posterior array, GE Healthcare). The vibrations
were generated using a high-power, pneumatic, active
driver and a customized, passive, drum driver for the
heart (25). The imaging procedure was the same as
described in previous studies (26). Both full-FOV and
rFOV cardiac MRE were performed in an oblique imaging
plane to obtain short-axis images of the heart using 140-
Hz vibrations, 2 MEG pairs, 3 motion-encoding directions
plus 1 no-motion scan, and 4 phase offsets spaced evenly
over 1 period of the vibration. Images were acquired at the
minimum MR sequence delay in the cardiac cycle (�100
ms) after the R-wave ECG trigger. The repetition time (TR)
was matched to the volunteer’s heart rate with ECG gating.
The total scan time was �84 s with 4 breath holds.

The scan parameters are shown in Table 1. The pulse
width of the 2D RF in the rFOV sequence was slightly
longer than the spatial-spectral (SPSP) pulse used in the
full-FOV sequence, resulting in a small difference (2.5
ms) in the TEs. A 50% phase FOV was used in the rFOV
scans and the acquisition matrix was also halved along
the phase direction in the rFOV scans to match the reso-
lution of the full-FOV scans. Five slices were acquired
across 5 RR intervals. The standard SENSE-type parallel
imaging technique (ASSET: array coil spatial sensitivity
encoding technique, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI) was
used for the full-FOV acquisitions with an acceleration
factor of 2. No acceleration was used for the rFOV
acquisitions to gain SNR by reducing the g-factor. In the
ASSET method, the coil sensitivity maps were obtained
from a separate calibration scan using a low-resolution,
2D, fast-gradient-echo sequence. Extrapolation of the sen-
sitivity maps is also used to further reduce the effects of
patient motion and edge effects (27).

MRE Stiffness Maps

MRE stiffness maps were generated by calculating the
curl of the 3D displacement field (28) and then

performing a 3D local frequency estimation (LFE) of the
curl data to invert the wave field and calculate the stiff-
ness maps (elastograms) (25,26,29).

Qualitative Image Evaluation

The exams were qualitatively reviewed by 2 board-
certified radiologists experienced in cardiac imaging and
MRE. Each pair of MRE magnitude images and postpro-
cessed stiffness maps were compared in a blinded, ran-
domized fashion. The full-FOV images were cropped to
have the same apparent FOV as the rFOV images and
were randomly assigned to be the first or second image
in the pair.

The image pairs were graded on a 5-point ordinal scale
from �2 toþ 2, with �2 indicating a strong preference for
the first image, þ2 indicating a strong preference for the
second image, and 0 representing no preference (30). The
order of the rFOV and full-FOV images in the pair was
blinded to the readers. The scores were then adjusted to
reflect that þ2 indicates a strong preference for the rFOV
images. In other words, if the first image in the pair was
assigned to be the rFOV image, the opposite value of its
score would be used for the statistical analysis.

For magnitude images, the following attributes were
compared: subjective image quality, ghosting artifact
level, and blood suppression. For the stiffness maps,
only subjective image quality and ghosting artifact level
were used. The readers then gave an overall preference
for the compared pair.

One-sided, Wilcoxon, signed-rank tests were performed
to assess if there was a significant improvement between
the 2 techniques in each category. The null hypothesis of
the left-sided test was that the rFOV images performed
equally to or better than the standard full-FOV images,
and the right-sided test used the reverse of this hypothe-
sis. Fisher’s combined probability test was then used to
combine the evaluation of the two radiologists. A P-value
below 0.05 was considered to be significant.

Because ghosting in the myocardium has a larger
impact on the myocardial stiffness calculation than
ghosting elsewhere in the images, we also assessed the
location of the ghosting using 3 categories: (1) no ghost-
ing observed, (2) ghosting overlapped the myocardium,
and (3) ghosting outside of myocardium.

Quantitative Image Evaluation

The myocardial regions of interest (ROIs) were drawn by
manually tracing the left ventricular (LV) endocardial
and epicardial contours using commercially available
software (cvi42, Circle Cardiovascular Imaging, Calgary,
AB, Canada). The LV endocardium and epicardium were
manually traced on magnitude images and were copied
onto the stiffness maps.

Octahedral-shear-strain-based signal-to-noise ratio
(OSS-SNR) measured in the myocardial ROIs was used
as a quantitative image quality parameter. The octahedral
shear strain (OSS) is the maximum strain in any plane
for a 3D strain state, and the OSS-SNR compares this
shear strain to the strain noise calculated from the resid-
ual of the least-squares fitting of a sinusoid to the four
measured phase offsets of the MRE curl images (31). The

Table 1
MRE Scan Parameters

Scan Parameters Full FOV rFOV

TE (ms) 68.7 71.3
TR (ms) variablea variablea

FOV (mm) 320 320
Phase FOV (%) 100 50
Matrix 64�64 64�32

Slice thickness (mm) 5 5
No. of slices 5 5

Acceleration factor 2 1

Abbreviations: FOV, field of view; MRE, magnetic resonance elas-
tography; TE, echo time; TR, pulse repetition time.
aTRs were matched to 5 RR intervals according to each volun-
teer’s heart rate.
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OSS-SNR was calculated using custom software written

in MATLAB.
In addition to these quality metrics, the median myocar-

dial stiffness within the left ventricular mask was mea-

sured using the ROIs from all 5 slices to determine if the

overall myocardial stiffness measurements varied between

the rFOV and full-FOV stiffness maps. To further evaluate

the ghosting effects on the myocardial stiffness calcula-

tion, we took a subgroup of the exams that exhibited

ghosting in the myocardium in either the full-FOV or

rFOV scans and compared the median values and varia-

tions of the stiffness within the myocardial ROIs.
The OSS-SNR and median myocardial stiffness were

compared between the full-FOV and rFOV using one-

sided, Wilcoxon, signed-rank tests like above. A P-value

below 0.05 was considered to be significant.

RESULTS

2D Spatially Selective RF Pulse Design

The waveforms for the designed 2D RF pulse and gra-
dients are shown in Figure 1b. The simulation result
(Fig. 1c) confirmed the performance of the 2D RF pulse.
It shows the tilted spatial response profiles in the (y,z)-
plane, as designed, removing the limitation of the num-
ber of slices in the multislice acquisition. For our MRI
system with a maximum gradient amplitude of 34 mT/m,
the minimum slice thickness and phase FOV were lim-
ited as 4 mm and 40 mm, respectively. The lipid signal
(yellow) was also shifted away from the center of the
water lobe by the slice thickness (5 mm for this study),
enabling lipid suppression when a subsequent 180

�

pulse is applied. The lipid suppression was confirmed

FIG. 2. Representative compari-
son between the full-FOV (top
row) and the reduced-FOV (rFOV)

technique (bottom row) showing
magnitude images (a,d), the cor-

responding log-scaled images
(b,e) to highlight the ghosting,
and stiffness maps (c,f). Yellow

arrows indicate the ghosting that
was significantly reduced when

using the rFOV technique. The
red contours show the LV endo-
cardium and epicardium ROIs

that were manually traced on the
magnitude images and copied
onto the stiffness maps.

FIG. 3. Example curl wave field images from the same subject as shown in Figure 2. (a,e) x, (b,f) y, and (c,g) z components of the curl

field from the full-FOV (top row) and the rFOV (bottom row) scans. The ghosting (white arrows) in the full-FOV scans overlapped the LV
wall (white contours) and contaminated the waves. The masked OSS-SNR maps (d,h) showed increased wave quality in the LV wall in

the rFOV images.
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on a fat–water phantom, and the residual lipid signal

was below 7% of its original value.

Study Population

One of the 17 volunteers was excluded because of an

inconsistent imaging resolution used during the MRI

acquisition. The remaining 16 volunteers (9 males, 7

females) had a median age of 24.5 years old (range: 22–

35), median weight of 71.4 kg (range: 52.2–104), median

height of 171 cm (range: 157–188), and median body-

mass index of 23.1 kg/m2 (range: 18.6–37.1).

Representative Comparison

Figure 2 shows a representative comparison between the

full-FOV (top row) and rFOV techniques (bottom row).

The ghosting artifacts (yellow arrows) in the rFOV scans

was significantly reduced on the magnitude images

(Figs. 2a and 2d), the corresponding log scale images

(Figs. 2b and 2e), and the calculated stiffness maps (Figs.

2c and 2f). The LV endocardium and epicardium were

manually traced on the magnitude images (red contours

in Figs. 2a and 2d), and were copied onto the stiffness

maps (white contours in Figs. 2c and 2f).
Figure 3 shows the curl of the measured vector wave

images from the same subject as in Figure 2. The first

phase offset of the (Figs. 3a and 3d) x, (Figs. 3b and 3e) y,

and (Figs. 3c and 3f) z components of the curl vector were

compared between the full-FOV (top row) and rFOV (bot-

tom row) scans. It can be observed that part of the ghost-

ing (white arrows) in the full-FOV scans overlapped the

heart region (white contours) and contaminated the LV

waves, whereas the ghosting was suppressed in the rFOV

results. The myocardial OSS-SNR maps (Figs. 3d and 3 h)

showed increased wave quality (higher OSS-SNR) in the

LV wall in the rFOV images.

FIG. 4. A representative case

comparing the ghosting level in
the myocardium (red and white

contours) between the full-FOV
(top row) and rFOV techniques
(bottom row) including magnitude

images (a,d), the corresponding
log-scaled images (b,e) to high-
light the ghosting, and the stiff-

ness maps (c,f). The full-FOV
scan exhibits an artefactual hot-

spot in the stiffness map (arrow
in c) arising from the severe
ghosting. In contrast, the rFOV

technique substantially reduced
the ghosting, hence resulting in a

more homogenous stiffness map
of the myocardium.

FIG. 5. The qualitative evaluation
with pooled histograms of each

of the 6 image characteristics as
shown in the titles. Fisher’s com-

bined probability test was per-
formed on the scores from the 2
readers (blue and yellow). The

score �2 indicates a strong pref-
erence for the full-FOV images
and þ2 a strong preference for

the rFOV images. The signifi-
cance results of the right-tailed

tests are included with each
histogram.
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Figure 4 shows another representative case where the

full-FOV scan exhibits an artefactual hotspot in the stiff-

ness map arising from the severe ghosting. In contrast,

the rFOV technique substantially reduced the ghosting,

which resulted in a more homogenous stiffness map of

the myocardium in the healthy volunteer.

Qualitative Evaluation

The rFOV scans outperformed the full-FOV scans on

multiple qualitative measures. Figure 5 summarizes the

results of the qualitative evaluation, with pooled histo-

grams for each of the 6-image quality criteria. Fisher’s

combined probability test was performed on the scores

from the 2 readers. The significant results of the right-

tailed test are shown on the histograms.
At a 5% significance level, the right-sided test results

indicate that the rFOV scans outperformed the full-FOV

scans in terms of subjective magnitude quality, magni-

tude ghosting artifact level, stiffness map ghosting

artifact level, and overall preference, although not in

magnitude blood suppression and stiffness subjective

image quality. All left-sided tests also failed to reject the

null hypothesis, indicating that the rFOV scans did not

perform worse than the full-FOV scans with respect to

these latter 2 quantities.
The locations of the ghosting are summarized in Table

2. We observed that all full-FOV scans had ghosting and

7 of them overlapped the myocardium. In contrast, only

3 rFOV scans had ghosting and only 1 of them occurred

in the myocardium.

Quantitative Evaluation

The rFOV scans outperformed the full-FOV scans according

to the OSS-SNR measures. The boxplot of the OSS-SNR dif-

ferences is shown in Figure 6a. Compared to the full-FOV

scans, 12 of the 16 rFOV scans showed increased OSS-SNR

(median: 1.4 [95% CI: 1.2–1.5] vs. 2.1 [95% CI: 1.8–2.4]). At

a 5% significance level, the right-sided, Wilcoxon, sign-rank

test suggested the OSS-SNR from rFOV were significantly

higher than that of full-FOV (P< 0.05, Z¼ 2.82).
Three volunteers had OSS-SNR lower than an empiri-

cal threshold of 1.2, indicating unreliable stiffness esti-

mation on these subjects (25). Therefore, they were

excluded from the stiffness comparison. In the remaining

13 subjects, no significant difference was found in the

median myocardial stiffness between the full-FOV and

rFOV images (median: 7.4 kPa [95% CI: 6.9–7.6 kPa] vs.

7.2 kPa [95% CI: 6.9–7.7 kPa] respectively). Figure 6b

compares the myocardium stiffness calculated from the

full-FOV and rFOV scans, and no significant change was

found using a 2-sided, Wilcoxon, sign-rank test

(P¼ 0.84).
We further compared the stiffness in the cohort of

those 7 volunteers with ghosting in the myocardium.

The results were shown in Table 3. Though there was no

significant difference in the stiffness between full-FOV

(median: 7.0 kPa [95% CI: 6.2–7.4 kPa]) and rFOV

(median: 6.8 [95% CI: 6.6–7.6 kPa], P¼ 0.81), we did

observe a decrease in the stiffness variation within the

myocardial ROIs from 2.1 kPa (95% CI: 1.9–2.3 kPa) to

1.9 kPa (95% CI: 1.7–2.0 kPa) for full-FOV and rFOV

respectively (P<0.05), indicating the stiffness maps cal-

culated from the rFOV acquisitions were more stable.

DISCUSSION

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to

demonstrate the feasibility of using a rFOV technique to

improve image quality in cardiac MRE. The rFOV scans

outperformed the full-FOV scans with reduced ghosting

artifacts and higher MRE wave quality (OSS-SNR).

Table 2
Locations of Ghosting Observed in the Full-FOV and rFOV Scans

Ghosting in

Myocardium

Ghosting outside

Myocardium

No Ghosting

Observed Total

Full FOV 7 9 0 16

rFOV 2 1 13 16

Abbreviations: FOV, field of view.

FIG. 6. Boxplots of the quantitative comparisons between the (a)
OSS-SNR and (b) stiffness of the full-FOV and rFOV acquisitions.

The box represents data from the 25th to 75th percentiles; the red
line represents the median value; and dashed lines extend from
the box to the 10th and 90th percentiles. The right-sided Wil-

coxon, sign-rank test was performed on the OSS-SNR data, and
the 2-sided test was performed on the stiffness data. The dashed

lines link the data points from the same volunteer.

Table 3
Median Stiffness and Variation within the Myocardium ROIs in the 7 Volunteers With Ghosting in Myocardium

Median Stiffness (kPa) Stiffness Variation (kPa)

Full FOV 7.0 (range: 6.1–8.1) 95% CI: [6.2 7.4] 2.1 (range: 1.7–2.3) 95% CI: [1.9 2.3]
rFOV 6.8 (range: 6.1–8.7) 95% CI: [6.6 7.6] 1.9 (range: 1.7–2.2) 95% CI: [1.7 2.0]

P 0.81 <0.05

Abbreviations: CI, confidence interval; FOV, field of view; ROIs, regions of interest.
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In cardiac MRE, the ghosting artifacts that occur in the

myocardium could contaminate the MRE wave fields

and result in artefactual stiffness values in the contami-

nated regions (such as the hotspot shown in Fig. 4).

These hotpots would have a higher change to be misin-

terpreted as lesions in patients with conditions like myo-

cardial infarction or amyloidosis that are known to have

stiffer myocardium (26,32). In this study, we have dem-

onstrated that the proposed rFOV technique is able to

largely reduce the ghosting artifacts and therefore avoid

the hotspots in the stiffness maps caused by the ghost-

ing. Therefore, this rFOV technique has the benefit of

minimizing the risk of misinterpretation of clinical car-

diac MRE images.
The ghosting in cardiac MRE typically originates from

the body wall at the peripheries of the FOV (Fig. 2),

where the N/2 Nyquist ghost due to EPI echo misalign-

ment is usually worse. This is especially likely in arbi-

trary, double-oblique scan planes because of eddy

currents, B0 field inhomogeneity, and concomitant field

effects. Hence, when applying 2D spatially selective RF

pulses in the proposed rFOV technique, the outer vol-

ume is not excited, leaving no signal to produce ghosts.

It should also be noted that this rFOV implementation is

readily available for clinical use as it uses the exact

same reconstruction method as conventional EPI-based

MRI scans.
There are other approaches that have been developed to

reduce these ghosting artifacts. Several sophisticated cor-

rection methods based on SENSE (10,13,14) have been

proposed to reduce ghosting levels, but they typically

require an extensive off-line reconstruction and long com-

putation time. A saturation band can also be placed over

the posterior body wall to suppress ghosting. However,

the saturation pulse may be less effective if off-resonance

effects are large. In addition, a saturation pulse may pro-

long the minimum cardiac delay time allowed.
Another advantage of this rFOV method is that it ena-

bles TE shortening without requiring parallel imaging. In

our study, parallel imaging acceleration was not used for

the rFOV scan although we kept the same echo train

length and similar TE as the full-FOV scans with an

acceleration factor of two. This helped to improve the

SNR in the rFOV scans by avoiding the noise amplifica-

tion associated with parallel imaging. Of course, even

greater scan time reduction can be achieved by combin-

ing the proposed rFOV strategy and parallel imaging,

albeit with an expected SNR loss. It could be beneficial

to measure the g-factors at different combinations of

FOV reduction and parallel acceleration factors. The

practical advantages and disadvantages of this combina-

tion study will be characterized in our future work.
One drawback of this tilted 2D RF design is that it has

a higher specific absorption rate (SAR) than regular 2D

RF or spatial-spectral pulses (21). With the protocol used

in this study (TR of �5 s measuring 5 slices), the average

SAR reported by the scanner for the full-FOV and the

rFOV scans are 0.030 W/kg and 0.037 W/kg, respectively.

Though the average SAR for rFOV MRE was 23% higher

than for full-FOV MRE, both methods have a much lower

SAR than the FDA limits (2 W/kg for body).

In this study, the phase FOV (160 mm) was set to be
50% of the readout FOV based on 2 considerations. First,
the heart may be significantly larger in patients with cer-
tain diseases and we would like to set an appropriate
FOV window that will fit all volunteers and future
patients. Second, the MRE inversion algorithm for calcu-
lating stiffness involves curl and Laplacian operators
that have a footprint of 3 pixels (�15 mm with the 5-mm
resolution used in this study). Therefore, it is necessary
to leave sufficient space between the heart and the edge
of the image to ensure the accuracy of the stiffness calcu-
lations within the myocardium.

In our study, 3 subjects were found to have low OSS-
SNR (<1.2) for both the full-FOV and rFOV acquisitions
(Fig. 5b). Further investigation revealed that the curl
wave amplitude was low in all 3 cases, and large motion
was also observed between different MRE phase offsets.
This may result from a number of possible factors
including poor ECG gating, inconsistent breath holds,
and potentially inadequate wave penetration into the
myocardium.

Although this study was the first to demonstrate the
feasibility of performing rFOV cardiac MRE, a previous
study did propose using rFOV methods to reduce the
scan time in non-cardiac MRE applications (33). In that
study, rFOV MRE and 1D MRE (beam MRE) were per-
formed using spiral 2D spatially selective RF excitations
for gradient-echo (GRE) applications and intersecting 90 �

and 180 � slice-selective excitations for spin-echo (SE)
applications. This approach may not be suitable for car-
diac EPI-based MRE because it does not provide multi-
slice capability and fat saturation, which are required for
clinical cardiac scans. A cardiac DTI study was per-
formed with reduced phase FOV acquisitions using a
spin-echo sequence with a tilted refocusing RF pulse to
achieve multislice imaging and fat saturation (34). How-
ever there has to be a gap between slices because of the
tilted refocusing pulse used. This slice gap would hinder
the 3D MRE inversion algorithm used in this study,
which requires continuous slices. The rFOV technique
used in this study does not have this limitation.

Our study has several limitations. First, we were
unable to use a true background noise estimate for quan-
tifying the SNR of the myocardium. Therefore, our quan-
titative comparison was calculated based on a phase-
derived OSS-SNR. Second, only a small number of
healthy volunteers were included in this preliminary
study. Although we showed no difference in the mean
stiffness between the rFOV and full-FOV scans, future
studies on cardiac patients are vital to verify if the rFOV
method can provide a more accurate measure of the stiff-
ness in patients with various pathologies and if it can
help to improve diagnostic accuracy.

CONCLUSION

This study demonstrated that SS-SE-EPI-based cardiac
MRE using reduced-FOV techniques is valuable in
reducing ghosting artifacts and improving image quality
in healthy volunteers. Further validation on cardiac
patients will help our understanding of the potential
clinical benefits of reduced-FOV cardiac MRE.
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